#PhilanthropyForClimate: How Can Philanthropy Galvanise Local
Action For Global Impact?
Thank you for attending the COP26 Philanthropy Roundtable - a virtual foundation gathering in
the context of COP26 in Glasgow on November 9, 2021 hosted by Dafne, the European Community
Foundation Initiative, Foundation Scotland, Foundations Platform F20, and WINGS.
Sign the International Commitment today and take a stance on the climate emergency here.

Concrete
points of
interest

Gender Equality
• Perspectives of funders/philanthropists on addressing gender equity in climate adaptation strategies, specifically issues affecting women and girls and
other marginalised populations such as sexual and reproductive health and
rights, gender based violence, and access to services. Further information can
be found at the Global Alliance for Green and Gender Action (GAGGA). They
have produced a few reports - available on their website - that may answer
part of this question.
Indigenous People
• Inside Philanthropy article (see here)
• Alliance Magazine and IFIP - Indigenous Philanthropy special feature (see
here)
• Another article Philanthropy Must Support Indigenous Led Climate Solutions
(see here)

Tools

•

Active Philanthropy’s brand new Climate Mitigation Tool. Active Philanthropy is planning to translate the tool - at least into German. Despite not
planning to tailor the tool to specific geographies, the team at Active Philanthropy is checking if it might be feasible to add a "filter by region" option.

Concrete
Action on
the ground

•

The Centre for Asian Philanthropy and Society is looking closely at what's
happening in Asia for environmental philanthropy. This region is so diverse,
home to both big polluters and economies that have little responsibility for
the current crisis, but are most exposed to the risks of an impacted world.
We're really interested in learning more about how businesses and philanthropists in this region are taking initiative in working towards net zero, even
if governments are lagging behind.
Foundation Scotland: You can find out more about Foundation Scotland's climate work here; (see here)
'Building a foundation for sustainable communities across Scotland', read the
article here (see here)
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At Value2, they are working with a team that really knows how to assess carbon footprint of public equity.
Practical examples of how Community Foundations are embracing the SDGs
(see here)
Foundation Funding for Climate mitigation (see here)
IFIP’s statement on the commitments related to COP26 (see here)
F20 Article, "Climate funding is rising – but it’s still unable to break the 2%
barrier" (see here)
‘Tackling the climate crisis: does philanthropy have what it takes?’ by Max von
Abendroth & Karalyn Gardner (Dafne) (see here)
Please find here a commentary by Benjamin Bellegy (WINGS) on why Philanthropy must act on code red for humanity (see here)
COP26 Special Report on Climate Change and Health (see here)
The most comprehensive report on climate mitigation funding from and in
Europe put together by the EFC, ClimateWorks and the Hour is Late (see here)
and ClimateWorks' overview of global trends in this space (see here)
Here is a link to IFIP’s Indigenous-led Funds Landscape Scan Report (see here)
Nature-based Solutions: This seminal paper from the British Ecological Survey provides some principles for ensuring meaningful and respectful NbS
that work (see here)
in this latest ECFI report there are some example on how CFs embracing SDGs
across their organization and advancing the climate work and the
Agenda2030 at the local level (Foundation Scotland is among the example)
(see here)
Climate as part of our international leadership journeys (see here)
EDGE - UNRISD 2-pager on shifting from climate philanthropy to climate justice philanthropy (see here)
Mapping of European Environmental Foundation Funding (see here)
Agree very much with the importance of linking human rights with Climate.
People might be interested in the Renewables and Human Rights Benchmark
which aims to start a conversation with investors and others about human
rights in the new and developing industries (see here)

